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<td>Victims Compensation Fund v Brown, 212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Victoria v Commonwealth, 760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vigolo v Bostin, 492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vopak Terminals Australia Pty Ltd v Commissioner of State Revenue, 208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Voth v Manildra Flour Mills Pty Ltd, 310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WEA Records Pty Ltd, Re, 573</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WP Keighery Pty Ltd v Commissioner of Taxation (Cth), 385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wakim, Re; Ex parte McNally, 246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Walsh v Department of Social Security, 449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Watt v Lord, 540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Watts v Rake, 554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wedge v Acting Comptroller of Stamps (Vic), 637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wednesbury — see Associated Provincial Picture Houses Ltd v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wednesbury Corp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wentworth v Rogers [No 3], 141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Westdeutsche Landesbank Girozentrale v Islington London Borough Council, 687</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Western Australia v Commonwealth (Native Title Act Case), 173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Western Australia v Ward, 147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wheelendon v Burrows, 606, 667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>White v Tomasel, 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Whitehouse v Queensland, 651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Whitton v ACN 003 266 886 Pty Ltd (In liq), 538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wik Peoples v Queensland, 418, 726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wilcox v Richardson, 606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Williams v State Transit Authority (NSW), 605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Williams v The Queen, 238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wilson v Anderson, 770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wishaw v Stephens, 627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wood v Associated National Insurance Co Ltd, 463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Woods, Re; Ex parte Brayisch, 309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Woolworths Ltd v Olson, 215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Worden v Worden, 412</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Worldplay Services Pty Ltd v Australian Competition & Consumer Commission, 675
Woven Rugs, Re, 30
Wrexham Mold & Connah’s Quay Railway Co, Re, 519
Wright v Carter, 510
Wrotham Park Estate Co Ltd v Parkside Homes Ltd, 694
Wyong Shire Council v Shirt, 349

Y

Yanner v Eaton, 253
Yip v Frohlich & Frohlich, 32

Yorkshire Woolcombers Association Ltd, Re, 149, 218
Yougarla v Western Australia, 168
Youyang Pty Ltd v Minter Ellison Morris Fletcher, 426, 490

Z

Z, Re, 283
Zhang’s case (Regie National des Usines Renault SA v Zhang), 213, 230
Ziems v Prothonotary of the Supreme Court (NSW), 646
INDEX

A

Abduction —
Child Abduction Convention
concealment of child for a year, 210
consent, 209
evenly balance affidavit evidence, 209

Aboriginals —
sentencing
tribal punishment, 539, 742

Account of Profits —
contract, for breach of, by publication of book by
traitor, 676*

Administrative Law —
requests, 488
standing — see Standing

Administrators — see Executors and Administrators

Advocacy — see also Counsel
case splitting, 24
cross-examination
trauma, 329
persuasion, 607

Agents — see Principals and Agents

Alternative Dispute Resolution — see also Referees
commercial, evolution in Australia, 765*
proliferation of mechanisms, 665

America — see United States

Animals —
standing to sue, 8, 270

Appeal and New Trial — see also Appellate Courts
Crown appeals against sentence
New South Wales, 599
Victoria, 513*
delay in delivering judgment, 615
referee’s report, 672

Appellate Courts —
India, 13
reasons for decisions, 535

Appellate Courts — continued
Western Australia
establishment, 71, 419

Arbitration — see Alternative Dispute Resolution;
Commercial Arbitration; Industrial Arbitration

Associations — see Clubs and Associations

Asylum — see Immigration Law

Auction —
co-owners and dummy bids
property vested in trustees for sale, 477
highest bid inoperative, 477

Australian Law Reform Commission (ALRC) —
30 years celebration, 409

B

Banker and Customer —
freezing orders
duty of care, 672

Bankruptcy —
annullment, 282
conversion of foreign currency, 554
property orders, 26

Book Reviews —
Austin, R P, H A J Ford and I M Ramsay, Company
Directors: Principles of Law and Corporate
Governance, 722
Australian Bankruptcy Cases (new series), 313
Bennett, J M, Lives of Australian Chief Justices: Sir
Henry Wrenfordsley, 317
Biscoe, Peter, Mareva and Anton Piller Orders:
Freezing and Search Orders, 459
Cameron, Edwin, Witness to AIDS, 795
Cassidy, Julie, Corporations Law: Text and Essential
Cases, 460
Cohen, Nili and Ewan McKendrick, Comparative
Remedies for Breach of Contract, 728

** This Index is to ALJ only. There is a separate Index to cases reported in the ALJR.
* Indicates a more important reference.
### Book Reviews — continued

- **Collier, Berna, Chris Coyne and Karen Sullivan**, Mental Capacity: Powers of Attorney and Advance Health Directives, 731
- **Corcoran, Suzanne and Stephen Bottomley**, Interpreting Statutes, 728
- **Davies, Martin and Anthony Dickey**, Shipping Law (3rd ed), 649
- **Deazley, Ronan**, On the Origin of the Right to Copy, 92
- **Duncan, W D**, Commercial Leases in Australia (4th ed), 729
- **Farrar, John**, Corporate Governance: Theories, Principle & Practice (2nd ed), 94
- **Gillooly, Michael**, The Third Man: Reform of the Australasian Defamation Defences, 95
- **Greenhouse, Linda**, Becoming Justice Blackmun, 723
- **Handford, Peter**, Limitation of Actions: the Australian Law, 649
- **Hyam, Alan A**, The Law Affecting Valuation of Land in Australia (3rd ed), 460
- **Mulheron, Rachael**, The Class Action in Common Law Legal Systems: a Comparative Perspective, 462
- **Parkinson, Charles, Sir William Stawell and the Victorian Constitution**, 313
- **Robertson, Geoffrey**, The Tyrannicide Brief: The Story of the Man who sent Charles I to the Scaffold, 799
- **Seddon, Nicholas**, Government Contracts (3rd ed), 93, 650
- **Turner, Clive**, Australian Commercial Law (25th ed), 461
- **Twomey, Anne**, The Constitution of New South Wales, 724
- **Volger, Helmut (Ed)**, A Concise Encyclopaedia of the United Nations, 801
- **White, Michael and Aladin Rahemtula (Eds)**, Table Talk of the Selden Society in Queensland, 726
- **Willmott, Lindy, Sharon Christensen and Des Butler**, Contract Law (2nd ed), 730

### Canada
- money judgment law reform, 485

### Capital Gains Tax
- discretionary trust resettlements, 620*

### Canada — money judgment law reform, 485

### Capital Gains Tax — discretionary trust resettlements, 620*

### Capital Punishment — see Death Penalty

### Causation
- loss of chance in medical procedures, 160
- negligence, 353
- novus actus interveniens, 158
- single and contributing causes, 556

### Charities
- amendment of trust deed to comply with tax laws, 82
- incorporated association converted to company, 151
- payroll tax, 558
- superannuation fund for church employees, 555, 673

### Cheques
- liability of signatories, 555
- wife forging husband’s, 488

### Children — abduction — see Abduction

### China
- legal system, 97*
- World Jurist Association Congress (2005), 739

### Clubs and Associations
- annulment of bankruptcy, 282
- liability in negligence, 215

### Comity — see International Law

### Commercial Arbitration — see also Alternative Dispute Resolution
- competition law disputes, 585*

### Commercial Law — see also Cheques; Companies and Corporations
- competitors, 44
- money judgments
  - Canadian provincial reform, 485

### Common Law
- constitutional foundation, 167*
- equity and
  - conference, 73, 74, 139
- implied rights theory and, 175
- New Zealand, 8

### Companies and Corporations
- charges
  - fixed and floating, 149, 537
  - over book debts, 217, 537
- corporate veil
  - corporate groups and tort, 327

---

* Indicates the more important references.
Companies and Corporations — continued

directors
  failure to disclose misconduct, 422
financial assistance prohibition
  shareholder approval, 16
financial schemes (Vanuatu), 600
forms
  Societas Europaea, 751*
groups
  liability in tort, 327
insolvency
  adjournment of winding-up proceedings on
  appointment of administrator, 182*
  admission in case to recover preference, 13
  further step in proceedings, 421
statutory demands, 182*
joint ventures
  fiduciary duties, 340
material prejudice test, 16
meetings
  inability to secure quorum, 30
oppression
  legitimate expectations, 489
  whether affairs of company include affairs of
  subsidiary company, 83
pre-emption
  death of shareholder, 82
public offerings of securities (United States), 413*
shares
  as property, 251*
  valuation, 421
statutory demands
  foreign debt, 283
ultra vires
  who protected, 214
winding up
  adjournment on appointment of administrator,
  182*
  constitutional issues, 758
examination summons, 674

Conflict of Laws —
  confidentiality, 213
domicile
  illegal immigrants, 671
foreign judgments (New South Wales)
  limitations, 670
substance and procedure, 212

Constitutional Law —
  common law as foundation, 167*
  criminal process, 214
  Dixon’s view, 170
  freedom of interstate trade, 613
  Imperial, 168
  implied rights theory, 175

Consumer Protection — see also Trade Practices
  misleading or deceptive conduct, 43

Contempt of Court —
  whether litigant may be heard, 670

Contempt of Parliament — see Parliament

Contract — see also Auction
  breach of
    account of profits and restitution, 676*
    classes of results of negotiations directed towards
    contract formation, 493
  confidentiality, 213
  employment — see Employment Law
  instalment contracts, 274
  leases, 540
  misleading or deceptive conduct, 46
  rolled-up offers
    one offer or two, 671
tender
  nature of duty of good faith in process, 672
  waiver, election and non-promissory conditions, 19
  waiver of benefit of condition, 18

Contract for Sale of Land —
  access for valuation purposes, 79
  binding, in advance of final, signed document, 205
  specific performance
    purchaser’s lien for costs, 671

Contribution —
  proportionate liability, 14

Conveyancing — see also Contract for Sale of Land
  death of party before registration, 540
  misdescription of property, 757
  not routine work, 475
  restrictive covenants, 673

* Indicates the more important references.
Copyright —
collecting societies
activities, 569
competition policy, 576
market power, 561*
recommendations for reform, 580
Copyright Tribunal, 561*
determinations of amounts payable to copyright
owners, 571
forms of licensing, 562
history, 565
quantification, 575
Corporations Law — see Companies and
Corporations
Costs —
against lawyers
solicitor, 150
wasted costs orders, 497*
barrier to justice, 199
interest on, 339
payment by non-party, 83
proportionality — see Proportionality
rectification of will, 31
Counsel — see also Advocacy; Senior Counsel
abolition of distinction between senior and junior
barristers, 537
negligence
privilege, 201
Courts — see also Appellate Courts; Tribunals
civil procedure rules (New South Wales), 471
etiquette
bar table, 743
wigs, 202
funding, 199
South Australia, 473
media reporting, 138
military justice, 742
reasons for decisions, 535
statistics, 71
transcripts, mistakes in drafts, 744
victims of crime, 329
Criminal Law and Procedure — see also Privilege
Against Self-Incrimination; Sentencing; Sexual
Assault
appeal — see Appeal and New Trial
fugitive disentitlement doctrine, 85*
international — see International Law
intimidating witness, 85
morality and, 270
Criminal Law and Procedure — continued
process
constitutional law, 214
prosecution
belief in probable guilt of accused, 233*
provocation, 555
sex crime statistics, 72, 271
Cross-Examination — see Advocacy
Crown Lands —
rights over jetties, 29
DNA —
interpretation of results of testing, 709*
Damages —
betterment, 553
death of plaintiff after consent judgment, 554
exemplary
when awarded, 138
limits on, 359
Death Penalty —
High Court and, 276
Debt —
limitation periods re loans repayable on demand, 76
money judgment law reform (Canada), 485
Defamation —
apologies, 663
judges defamed by law journal, 263
parliamentary privilege, 339
publication, republication and the right to respond,
616
Deterrence — see Sentencing
Disabilities — see Sentencing
Discrimination Legislation — see Vilification
Documents —
construction of inconsistent provisions, 475
photographs as, 542
Driving — see Vehicles and Traffic
Drugs —
request to take test, 488

* Indicates the more important references.
**E**

**Easements** — see also **Real Property**
- abandonment
  - non use, 668
  - proof, 331
- ancillary rights, "covering the field", 604
- created by reservation, 32
- modification of covenant, 604
- permissible use under implied and prescriptive easements, 667
- prescription
  - Torrens system, 605
- right to pass and repass
  - reversing and turning, 666

**East Timor** — see **Timor Leste**

**Emails** — see **Internet**

**Employment Law** —
- contractual unfairness, 35
- misleading or deceptive conduct, 48
- vicarious liability for assault by employee, 31

**England** —
- application of New South Wales law in courts, 212

**Equity** —
- common law and conference, 73, 74, 139
- fiduciary duties — see **Fiduciary Duty**
- remedies — see **Restitution**
- settlements, 269

**Europe** —
- company forms
  - Societas Europaea, 751*
- influence on English and Australian law, 220*

**Evidence** —
- asset preservation orders
- privilege against self-incrimination, 763
- civil court finding inadmissible in criminal court, 488
- cross-examination
  - trauma for victims of crime, 329
- DNA — see **DNA**
  - expert — see **Expert Evidence**
  - false, 202
- privilege of in-house lawyer, 286
- spoliation of evidence, 153
- video link evidence of fugitives, 284
- wife forging husband’s cheques, 488

**Executors and Administrators** —
- adjournment of winding up proceedings on appointment of administrator, 182*

**Expert Evidence** —
- England and Wales, 288*
- law reform, 200
  - single court experts, 11
  - statements of fact, 263

**F**

**Fair Trading** — see **Trade Practices**

**Family Law** —
- abduction of children — see **Abduction**
  - duty to disclose financial position, 484
  - jurisdiction of Family Court over matrimonial property, 241*
  - limitation period for assault, 283
  - marriage
    - diminished intelligence and capacity, 560
    - protection from arranged marriage, 614
  - property orders
    - alteration of property interests against third parties, 483
    - bankruptcy, 26*
      - third parties
        - alteration of property interests against, 483
        - power to bind, 10
        - wife forging husband’s cheques, 488

**Family Provision** —
- moral duty, 492
- social aspects of freedom of testation, 408

**Federal Court of Australia** —
- judges
  - loss of, 740

**Federal Magistrates** —
- precedent before, 757

**Fiduciary Duty** —
- conflict of duty and duty, 489
- joint ventures, 340

**Flag burning** —
- rights, 152

**Fraud and Misrepresentation** —
- indefeasibility of title, 77

* Indicates the more important references.
Freedom of Religion — see Religion

Freedom of Speech —
flag burning, 152

Fugitives —
disentitlement doctrine, 85*
evidence by video link, 284

Gifts —
delivery, 422

Guardianship —
right of guardian to authorise cessation of life support systems, 32

High Court —
appointment
new judge, 663
death penalty, 276
special leave applications
oral argument in, 13
reform of process, 535

Human Rights —
European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms
as domestic law of United Kingdom, 36*
United Kingdom courts, 36*

Immigration Law —
domicile
illegal immigrants, 671
human trafficking, 543*
liability of migration lawyers, 265*
right of asylum seeker to record interview, 614
rights of asylum seekers and states, 334*

Income Tax — see also Capital Gains Tax
avoidance
general anti-avoidance rule, 364*
deductions for criminals, 139

India —
representation in appellate jurisdiction, 13

Industrial Arbitration —
private arbitration of disputes under federal industrial agreements, 427*

Industrial Law —
contractual unfairness, 35

Injunctions —
formulation, 287

Insolvency — see Companies and Corporations

Insurance —
vehicle driven for hire or reward, 339

International Criminal Court —
defence of superior orders, 435

International Law — see also Conflict of Laws; Fugitives; Shipping and Navigation; United Nations
comity and foreign anti-suit injunctions, 89*
criminal conduct
defence of superior orders, 431*
human trafficking, 543*
humanitarian law
customary rules, 479*

International Relations —
judiciaries of Asia Pacific region, 327

Internet —
derogatory comments on blog websites, 488
emails and transfer of cost, 11
gambling and pyramid selling, 675
jury investigations, 200

Iraq —
Iraqi Special Tribunal (IST), 440

Ireland —
legal services competition report, 264

Israel —
constitution, 599

J

Journalists — see Media

Journals — see Law Journals/Reviews

Judges — see also Judicial Conference of Australia
acting (Victoria), 473
activism — see Judicial Activism

* Indicates the more important references.
Judges — continued
appointment
United States, 471
Asia Pacific region, 327
court attendance, 741 — see also Conferences
death, 740
after hearing but before judgment, 84
decisions — see Judgments and Orders
de facto, 614
delegation of obligations, 665
election (United States), 538
health, 664
independence — see Judicial Independence
media criticism of, 9, 263, 409, 600
relations with executive, 276
stress, 740
time management, 603
vocations, 9
violence against, 602
wigs, 202

Judgments and Orders — see also Casenotes;
Injunctions
courts defamed by law journal, 263
death of judge after hearing but before judgment, 84
delay in delivering, 535, 615
foreign
fugitive disentitlement, 88
limitations (New South Wales), 670
writing at the end of each case, 10, 141

Judicial Activism —
history in Australia, 783*

Judicial Conference of Australia —
colloquium, 664

Judicial Independence —
corporatisation of courts, 263
Tait v The Queen, 276

Judicial Officers — see also Judges; Magistrates
immunity, 494
wrongful conviction of, 471, 494

Jury —
judge’s direction to return guilty verdict, 214
misconduct in jury room, 285
random selection, 136
reasons for decisions, 474
sentencing, 135

Justice —
barriers to, 199
meaning of, 74

Land — see also Real Property
councils’ powers, 143, 272, 333, 747

Landlord and Tenant — see also Leases
refusal to consent to change of use, 84

Language — see Documents; Legal Language;
Statutory Interpretation; Words and Phrases

Law Journals/Reviews —
defamation of judges, 263

Law Reform —
approaches to, 536
Australian Law Reform Commission — see Australian
Law Reform Commission (ALRC)

Lawyers — see Legal Practitioners

Leases
assignment
break clauses, 331
contracts and interests in land, 540
inconsistent provisions, 475
licences and, 747
licences and contractual tenancy, 145
rent review
failing agreement, 423
repudiation, 207
sublease restrictions avoided by reverse premium, 272
surrender, 207
tenant’s fixtures, 208

Legal Education —
academics, 8
articled clerks (Victoria), 265
research, 8

Legal History —
Francis Forbes Society, 539
Henry II, King of England, 744
Lord Mansfield, 203

Legal Language — see also Words and Phrases
jargon, 740

Legal Practitioners — see also Counsel; Legal
Professional Privilege; Personalia/People in the
Law; Solicitors
articled clerks, Victoria,
Chinese wall, 156
costs against — see Costs
criminal behaviour, 641*
disclosure of convictions, 641*

* Indicates the more important references.
**Legal Practitioners — continued**

- fit and proper person, 641*
- honours, 202, 330
- mutual recognition
  - application of law, 757
  - National Profession Model Bill, 264
- outsourcing legal work, 742
- research, 536, 742
- speaking to media about cases, 329
- striking off
  - disclosure of convictions, 641*

**Legal Professional Privilege —**

- allegation of improper purpose, 493
- in-house lawyers
  - evidence, 286
  - Law Society inspectors and, 33

**Legal Research —**

- academics, 8
- outsourcing, 742
- practitioners, 536

**Legal Systems —**

- Irish legal services competition report, 264

**Letters to the Editor,** 13, 141, 270, 746

**Limitation of Actions —**

- accountant’s negligence, 674
- assault, 283
- foreign judgments (New South Wales), 670
- future interests, 150
- loans repayable on demand, 76
- negligence, 362

**Litigation — see also Practice and Procedure**

- funding, 329, 342
- overuse of recent unreported decisions, 73
- prodigious, 85

**Media — continued**

- lawyers speaking about cases, 329

**Medical Law —**

- apologies, 362
- causation, 160, 353
- duty of care, 349
- expert evidence, 200
- limitation period, 362
- limits on damages, 359
- loss of chance, 160, 216
- negligence, 216, 348
- psychiatric injury (mental harm), 356
- right of guardian to authorise cessation of life support systems, 32
- right to die, 283
- standard of care, 349
- structured settlements, 361
- tort law reform and medical liability, 345*

**Migration Law — see Immigration Law**

**Military Law —**

- court system, 742
- duty of obedience and manifest illegality, 50*

**Missing Persons —**

- protected estates legislation (New South Wales), 135

**Mortgages —**

- subrogation, 424
- putative mortgagee subrogated to purchaser’s lien, 618

**Negligence — see also Medical Law**

- accountants, limitation of action, 674
- duty of care
  - Parole Board, 554

**New South Wales —**

- application of law in English courts, 212
- Bar Council
  - annual report, 743
  - elections, 81
- Children’s Court
  - sentencing and rehabilitation, 474
- common court rules, 471
- Judicial Commission
  - annual report 2003–04, 75
- Local Courts, annual report 2004, 473

* Indicates the more important references.
New Zealand —
common law, 8

Northern Territory —
Bar Association elections, 23

Obituaries —
Burt, Francis (Sir), 319
Cooper, Richard Ellard (Justice), 463
Franklyn, E M (Terry), QC, 319
Gibbs, Harry (Sir), 651
Hill, Graham (Justice), 654
Pollack, Lynn Frances, 63
Scarman, 525
Selway, Bradley (Justice), 732
Singleton, Brian John, QC, 320

Obscene Publications —
United States law, 270

Occupiers, Duties of —
parental liability and young people’s party, 34

Parliament —
contempt of, 538, 746
privilege
defamation, 339

Parole — see Probation and Parole

Partnership —
managing partner’s duties, 760*

Pay Roll Tax —
charities, 558

Personalia/People in the Law — see also Counsel;
Legal Practitioners; Obituaries
Barlow, John Gerard (Justice), 419
Beaumont, Bryan Alan (Justice), 147, 201
Benjamin, Robert James Charles (Justice), 609
Blaxell, Peter Donald (Justice), 420
Crennan, Susan Maree (Justice), 22, 663
Davies, Geoffrey Lance (Justice), 417
Gerber, Paul (Dr), 743
Greenwood, Andrew (Justice), 610
Henry II (King of England), 744
Keane, Patrick Anthony (Justice), 417
Mansfield, Lord), 203

Phillips, J D (Justice), 263
Sheller, Charles Simon Camac (Justice), 612
Siopis, Antony Nicholas (Justice), 611
Sofronoff, Walter, QC, 418
Thackray, Stephen Ernest (Judge), 420
Windeyer, Victor (Justice Sir), 330

Police
duty of care to victim of crime, 423

Practice and Procedure — see also Litigation
uniform court rules, New South Wales, 471

Precedents —
Federal Magistrates, 757
fixed and floating charges, 149
unreported judgments
overuse in court, 73

Principals and Agents
liability of advisers, 48

Privacy
whether tort exists, 151

Private International Law — see Conflict of Laws

Privilege — see Legal Professional Privilege

Privilege against Self-Incrimination —
asset preservation orders, 763

Probate —
mistakes in, 328
photographs as documents, 542
undue influence, 664

Probation and Parole —
duty of care by Parole Board, 554

Procedure — see Practice and Procedure

Proportionality —
Australia, 14

Protected Persons — see Missing Persons

Psychiatry —
liability for psychiatric injury, 356

Queensland —
Mental Health Court
report 2003–04, 76
Senior Counsel appointed, 81

* Indicates the more important references.
R

Real Property — see also Auction; Crown Land; Easements; Mortgages; Torrens System; Vendor and Purchaser
  access for valuation, 79
deeds
date of, 411
delivery of, 78
retrospective effect, 411
landlocked land
easement of necessity, 33, 668

Referees —
appeal from adoption of report, 672
increased use, 665

Refugee Status — see Immigration Law

Religion —
superannuation fund for church employees, 555, 673
toleration, 75
anti-vilification legislation, 408

Restitution —
account of profits, 676*
subrogation in English and Australian law, 518*
unjust enrichment in Australian and English law, 507*

Restraint of Trade
arbitrability of competition law disputes, 585*
employee’s covenant, 215

Restrictive Covenants —
merger of dominant and servient tenements, 673

Rwanda —
International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR), 434

S

Senior Counsel —
abolition of distinction, 537
appointment
Queensland, 81

Sentencing — see also Death Penalty
Aboriginals
tribal punishment, 539, 742
appeals against sentence — see Appeal and New Trial
children’s court (New South Wales), 474
deterrence, 448*
consistency, 454
ineffectiveness, 452
moral argument, 456
juries, 135
public opinion, 407
rehabilitation and, 474

Sex Crimes — see Criminal Law and Procedure

Sexual Assault —
New South Wales cases, 663

Shipping and Navigation —
Hague Rules
limit of liability, 284

Sierra Leone —
Special Court for Sierra Leone, 439

Solicitors — see also Legal Practitioners
acting for both parties, 273
conflict of duty, 489
Chinese walls, 156

South Australia —
court funding, 473
Supreme Court
wigs, 202

Sport —
request to take drug test, 488

Standing —
animals, 8

Statutory Demands —
corporate insolvency, 182*

Statutory Interpretation —
clear statement principle, 735*
principle of legality, 735*

Subrogation — see Mortgages; Restitution

Succession — see also Probate; Wills
freedom of testation
social aspects, 408

T

Taxation — see also Capital Gains Tax; Income Tax; Pay Roll Tax
amendment of charitable trust deed to comply with tax laws, 82

* Indicates the more important references.
Taxation — continued
  discretionary trust resettlements, 620*

Tenants in Common —
  licences and leases, 747

Tenders — see Contract

Testator’s Family Maintenance — see Family Provision

Timor Leste —
  defence of superior orders, 438

Torrens System —
  caveats
    no interest in easement, 749
    without reasonable cause, 20, 749
  easements — see Easements
    indefeasibility of title
      council consent conditions, 143, 333, 747
      equities, 30
      unauthorised alteration not fraud, 77

Tort — see also Privacy
  law reform
    medical liability, 345*
  liability of corporate groups, 327
  spoliation of evidence, 153
  vicarious liability for assault by employee, 31

Trade Practices — see also Competition Law; Restraint of Trade
  causation, 158
  misleading or deceptive conduct, 43*
  extraterritorial application of Australian statutes, 296*
  silence, 47
  pyramid selling and internet gambling, 675

Tribunals —
  apprehended bias of member, 33

Trusts and Trustees —
  breach of trust
    beneficiaries’ remedies for, 425
    financial schemes (Vanuatu), 600
    capital gains tax, 620*
    deregistration of trustee company, 282
    discretion, reversing exercise of, 613
    discretionary trusts, resettlements, 620*
    future interests
      limitation of action, 150
      sham trusts, 472

Ukraine —
  constitutional court, 410

United Nations —
  High-level Panel on Threats, Challenges and Change, 278*
  Human Rights Committee
    Bakhtiyari Case, 334*

United States —
  public offerings of securities, 413*
  Supreme Court selection process, 471

Unjust Enrichment — see Restitution

Vanuatu —
  financial schemes, 600

Vehicles and Traffic —
  culpable driving
    sentences (Vic), 665
  driver’s use of mobile phone, 559
  vehicles driven for hire or reward, 339

Vendor and Purchaser — see also Contract for Sale of Land; Conveyancing
  death of party before registration, 540
  limitations on equitable intervention against vendors, 122*
  off the plan unit purchase, 44

Victims of Crime —
  no police duty of care, 423
  trauma of cross-examination, 329

Victoria —
  Bar Council
    annual report, 743
    elections, 756
  Melbourne Legal Precinct Master Plan, 537

Vilification —
  anti-vilification legislation, 408

Voluntary Manslaughter —
  R v Lavender, 286

* Indicates the more important references.
Websites — see Internet

Western Australia —
  Court of Appeal
  establishment, 71, 419

Wills — see also Probate; Succession
  purchase under testamentary option
  resuscitating after declining, 412
  time not of the essence, 412
  rectification
  costs of proceedings, 31

Words and Phrases —
  “and”, 212
  “justice”, 74
  “or”, 212
  “person”, 764

Yugoslavia —
  International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY), 432
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Tabe v The Queen (Criminal Law) ([2005] HCA 59), 1890

* Taxation, Commissioner of v Linter Textiles Australia Ltd (In liq) (Taxes and Duties) ([2005] HCA 20), 913

* Taxation, Commissioner of v Stone (Taxes and Duties) ([2005] HCA 21), 956
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* Denotes cases reported in this first book of Volume 79: Book 1 (pp 1 – 1008).
After the Glasson reference add the following paragraphs

“(8) (Kirby J dissenting) The majority incorrectly held that the university was acting in its capacity under ‘general law’ as a private entity. Such a characterisation concealed the reality that the relevant arrangement between the university and the respondent consisted solely in the exercise by the university of its statutory powers under the Griffith University Act. The source of the university’s power to make the decision that it did in relation to the respondent was, and was only, the Griffith University Act. The decision affecting the interests of the respondent was not made under some other legal source of power. It was made under the Griffith University Act or it was unlawful. [159], [161], [149]”

“(9) (by Kirby J dissenting) The respondent was a person whose ‘interests’ had been adversely affected by the challenged decision. She was also a ‘person aggrieved’ within the meaning of the Judicial Review Act. Statutory construction that narrows the definition of ‘person aggrieved’ is unacceptable. Judges must not impose interpretations on parliamentary law that contradict express provisions of such law or deny, or frustrate, its application. The respondent was entitled to the remedies provided by the Judicial Review Act. [99]-[101], [152]”.

* Denotes cases reported in this first book of Volume 79: Book 1 (pp 1 – 1008).
CORRIGENDA

Vol 78 —

Page 713 [31], column 2, line 2  
For “constituent” read “constituent”.

Page 1440 [288], line 3  
Add fn reference “424” after “Melbourne”.

Page 1440

Add new fn 424 to read  

All subsequent footnotes renumbered accordingly.

Vol 79 —

Page 290 [41], column 1, line 1  
For “appellant” read “respondent”.

Page 290 [41], column 2, line 11  
For “appellant” read “respondent”.

Page 369, fn 109  
Replace with “Reasons of Gummow J at [43]-[50], [59]-[62]; reasons of Callinan J at [219]-[222]”.

Page 369, fn 110  
For “See reasons of Gummow J at [216]-[222]” read “See reasons of Callinan J at [223]”.

Page 462 [68], line 7  
For “correct” read “convert”.

Page 541, judges’ list  
For “Before Gleeson CJ, McHugh, Gummow, Kirby, Hayne and Heydon JJ” read “Before Gleeson CJ, McHugh, Kirby, Hayne and Heydon JJ”.

Page 1350 [70], line 2  
For “Supreme Court” read “District Court”.

Page 1373 [32], line 1  
For “A soldier falls from a window” read “A soldier falls from a window”.

Page 1385 [103], line 1  
For “The respondent’s suggested futility” read “The respondent’s suggested futility”.

Page 1695 [410], lines 4-5  
For “Mason CJ, Deane and Gaudron JJ were of the contrary view” read “Mason CJ, Deane and Gaudron JJ were of the view that the law was invalid, not because it contravened s 92, but because it infringed the implied freedom of political communication”.
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Woolley, Re; Ex p Applicants M276/2003 (by their next friend GS) *(Citizenship, Immigration and Emigration; Constitutional Law)* ([2004] HCA 49), 43

**Y**
* York v The Queen *(Criminal Law)* ([2005] HCA 60), 1919

**Z**
Zhu v Treasurer of New South Wales *(Torts)* ([2004] HCA 56), 217

---

**ADDENDUM**

**Vol 79 –**
Page 628

* After the Glasson reference *add* the following paragraphs

“(8) (Kirby J dissenting) The majority incorrectly held that the university was acting in its capacity under ‘general law’ as a private entity. Such a characterisation concealed the reality that the relevant arrangement between the university and the respondent consisted solely in the exercise by the university of its statutory powers under the *Griffith University Act*. The source of the university’s power to make the decision that it did in relation to the respondent was, and was only, the *Griffith University Act*. The decision affecting the interests of the respondent was not made under some other legal source of power. It was made under the *Griffith University Act* or it was unlawful. [159], [161], [149]

(9) (by Kirby J dissenting) The respondent was a person whose ‘interests’ had been adversely affected by the challenged decision. She was also a ‘person aggrieved’ within the meaning of the *Judicial Review Act*. Statutory construction that narrows the definition of ‘person aggrieved’ is unacceptable. Judges must not impose interpretations on parliamentary law that contradict express provisions of such law or deny, or frustrate, its application. The respondent was entitled to the remedies provided by the *Judicial Review Act*. [99]-[101], [152]*

* Denotes cases reported in this second book of Volume 79: Book 2 (pp 1009 – 1932).
CORRIGENDA

Vol 78 —

Page 713 [31], column 2, line 2
For “constitutent” read “constituent”.

Page 1440 [288], line 3
Add fn reference “424” after “Melbourne”.

Add new fn 424 to read


All subsequent footnotes renumbered accordingly.

Vol 79 —

Page 290 [41], column 1, line 1
For “appellant” read “respondent”.

Page 290 [41], column 2, line 11
For “appellant” read “respondent”.

Page 369, fn 109
Replace with “Reasons of Gummow J at [43]-[50], [59]-[62]; reasons of Callinan J at [219]-[222]”.

Page 369, fn 110
For “See reasons of Gummow J at [216]-[222]” read “See reasons of Callinan J at [223]”.

Page 462 [68], line 7
For “correct” read “convert”.

Page 541, judges’ list
For “Before Gleeson CJ, McHugh, Gummow, Kirby, Hayne and Heydon JJ” read “Before Gleeson CJ, McHugh, Kirby, Hayne and Heydon JJ”.

Page 1350 [70], line 2
For “Supreme Court” read “District Court”.

Page 1373 [32], line 1
For “A soldier falls from a window” read “A soldier falls from a window”.

Page 1385 [103], line 1
For “The respondent’s suggested futility” read “The respondent’s suggested futility”.

Page 1695 [410], lines 4-5
For “Mason CJ, Deane and Gaudron JJ were of the contrary view” read “Mason CJ, Deane and Gaudron JJ were of the view that the law was invalid, not because it contravened s 92, but because it infringed the implied freedom of political communication”.

INDEX*

A

Administrative Law —
judicial review
grounds of review
breach of procedural fairness and breach of contract —
reasons why action for damages available
— Jarratt v Commissioner of Police for New South Wales, 1581
procedural fairness — exclusion of procedural fairness
— executive functions — Crown’s prerogative to dismiss Crown servants at
pleasure without procedural fairness — excluded by statute — words of necessary
intendment — Jarratt v Commissioner of Police for New South Wales, 1581
reviewable decisions and conduct — decisions to which
judicial review legislation applies — decisions under an enactment — decision of administrative
character — made pursuant to power found in
statute but not “made under an enactment” — Griffith University v Tang, 627

Appeal and New Trial — see also Criminal Law

general principles
interference with judge’s findings of fact — functions of
appellate court — findings on issue of negligence — appellate revision of fact-finding
— at trials conducted by judges sitting alone — pedestrian walking on roadway at night in dark
clothing — bus driver’s failure to brake or swerve to avoid pedestrian — primary judge’s
finding of negligence on part of bus driver and bus owner — whether open to appellate court to
reverse decision of primary judge — Ankin v Sierra, 452

points and objections not taken below — when not
allowed to be raised on appeal — questions not
raised on pleadings or in argument — test for
being able to rely upon ground belatedly — only
where risk of miscarriage of justice created by
failure of appeal court below to consider ground
— reasons why no miscarriage in present
circumstances — Strong v The Queen, 1171
right of appeal — when appeal lies — error of law —
denial of natural justice — procedural fairness —
success of prospective appeal — consideration of
substantive issues — In the matter of an application by the Chief Commissioner of Police
(Vic), 881

Aviation —
carriage by air — carrier’s liability — death or personal injury
of passenger
on domestic flight
liability under Civil Aviation (Carriers’ Liability) Act
(Cth), Pt IV — passenger sustained personal
injury while disembarking from aircraft — claims made in tort and contract — limitation
periods — extinguishment — “if an action is
not brought” — amendment to pleadings — Air Link Pty Ltd v Paterson; Paterson v Air
Link Pty Ltd, 1407

statutory rights enforceable by deceased passenger’s
family — “extinguished” — construction —
Agtrack (NT) Pty Ltd (trading as Spring Air) v Hatfield, 1389

on international flight — definition of “accident” — deep
venous thrombosis — failure to warn as
“accident” — need for external event or
happening — failure to warn constituted non-
event — non-event not “accident” — Povey v
Qantas Airways Ltd, 1215

practice and procedure
New South Wales — powers of court
new trial — to order that retrial be on basis that
factual issues already determined — Waterways Authority v Fitzgibbon; Mosman Municipal Council v
Fitzgibbon; Middle Harbour Yacht Club v Fitzgibbon, 1816

substituted verdict or judgment — appeals from
jury verdicts in negligence proceedings
— Swain v Waverley Municipal Council, 565

Victoria — when appeal lies — by leave of court —
interlocutory orders and judgments — evidence — prohibition of publication of
evidence — whether leave to appeal required
— In the matter of an application by the
Chief Commissioner of Police (Vic), 881

* This Index is to cases reported in ALJR only. There is a separate Index to ALJ.
B

Bailments —
particular bailments — pawn — licensing — carrying on business of pawnbroker — character of transactions — pawn or chattel mortgage — meaning of “pawn” — purposive construction — bailment of personal property as security for debt — Palgo Holdings Pty Ltd v Gowans, 1121

C

Citizenship, Immigration and Emigration —
citizenship — loss of citizenship on acquisition of another nationality — Papua New Guinea — sovereignty — unilateral loss of Australian citizenship — Re Minister for Immigration and Multicultural and Indigenous Affairs; Ex parte Ame, 1309
departation — arrest and detention — power to detain — immigration detention — nature of power — decisions cancelling respondent’s visa unlawful — reasons why subsequent detention not unlawful — whether officers had knowledge or reasonable suspicion that respondent was unlawful non-citizen — Ruddock v Taylor, 1534

entry permits and change of status — visas for non-citizens — special purpose visas — application for special purpose visa — form of — validity of issue of visa — where not made by, or with consent of, person to whom issued — conditions attached to visa — validity of — power to impose conditions — severance of conditions — Ruhani v Director of Police (No 2), 1484

immigration status — non-citizens — detention and removal from Australia — power to detain children — parents patruiae jurisdiction of High Court of Australia — Re Woolley; Ex parte Applicants M276/2003 (by their next friend GS), 43

refugees —
genuine fear of persecution — persecution — concept of persecution — religious persecution — review of protection visa decisions — procedural fairness — rules of natural justice — jurisdictional error — whether wrong legal question asked — real chance test — categorisation of refugee into class of non-persecuted Iranian Christians — validity of category — Applicant NABD of 2002 v Minister for Immigration and Multicultural and Indigenous Affairs, 1142

matters relating to granting of refugee status — safe third countries — right to enter and reside in third country — Australia’s protection obligations — NAGV and NAGW of 2002 v Minister for Immigration and Multicultural and Indigenous Affairs, 609

Citizenship, Immigration and Emigration — continued
refugees — continued
review of protection visa decisions — procedural fairness — rules of natural justice Refugee Review Tribunal — use of adverse information — duty to inform applicant in writing — failure to give written invitation to comment — jurisdictional error — SAAP v Minister for Immigration and Multicultural and Indigenous Affairs, 1009

right to be heard — Applicant NAFF of 2002 v Minister for Immigration and Multicultural and Indigenous Affairs, 397
valid application of review and extension of time to seek review — lodging application for review within prescribed time — when time begins to run — when applicant notified of decision — meaning of “notified of decision” — WACB v Minister for Immigration and Multicultural and Indigenous Affairs, 94

Constitutional Law —
non-judicial organs of government Crown administrative machinery of government — statutory corporations and bodies exercising governmental or public functions — application of principles of Crown immunity — “is for the purposes of any Act, a statutory body representing the Crown” — statutory immunity provided for “the Crown in right … of the State” — correlation between “representing the Crown” and “the Crown” — reasons why representative of the Crown not immune — McNamara (McGrath) v Consumer Trader and Tenancy Tribunal, 1789

immunities, prerogatives and privileges of the Crown — dismissal at pleasure — of Crown servants — Jarrett v Commissioner of Police for New South Wales, 1581

legislature — legislation and legislative powers — extraterritorial operation of legislation — legislation involving offences and penalties — legal practitioners — New South Wales — statutory advertising restrictions — personal injury services — whether legislation overreaches New South Wales legislative power — APLA Ltd v Legal Services Commissioner (NSW), 1620
Constitutional Law — continued
operation and effect of Commonwealth Constitution
inconsistency of laws — general principles and observations — legal practitioners — New South Wales — statutory advertising restrictions — personal injury services — federal rights and remedies — inconsistency — APLA Ltd v Legal Services Commissioner (NSW), 1620
naturalisation and aliens — validity of legislation authorising detention of aliens — detention of children — whether contrary to doctrine of separation of powers — Re Woolley; Ex parte Applicants M276/2003 (by their next friend GQ), 43
restrictions on Commonwealth and State legislation — rights and freedoms implied in Commonwealth Constitution — freedom of political communication — general principles — freedom of interstate trade, commerce and intercourse — interference with interstate trade, commerce and intercourse — ambit of protection — discriminatory laws — legal practitioners — New South Wales — statutory advertising restrictions — personal injury services — whether unacceptable burden on interstate trade and commerce, or intercourse — whether freedom of political communication impermissibly burdened — APLA Ltd v Legal Services Commissioner (NSW), 1620
validity of laws of the Commonwealth — interpretation of Workplace Relations Act 1996 (Cth) s 149(1)(d) — scope of Commonwealth’s law-making powers relating to industrial relations — Minister for Employment and Workplace Relations v Gribbles Radiology Pty Ltd; Gribbles Radiology Pty Ltd v Health Services Union of Australia, 679
taxation — laws imposing taxation — laws to deal only with taxation — laws dealing with more than one subject of taxation — restrictions on Commonwealth and State legislation — provision of preference to one State over another — places acquired by the Commonwealth for public purposes — application for State taxing laws to Commonwealth places — assessment of stamp duties — Permanent Trustee Australia Ltd v Commissioner of State Revenue, 146
territories — Papua New Guinea — power to legislate — validity of legislation — unilateral loss of Australian citizenship by virtue of statute — naturalisation and aliens — Re Minister for Immigration and Multicultural and Indigenous Affairs; Ex parte Ame, 1309

Contracts —
consideration — failure of consideration — loan agreements — whether “sham” transactions — whether transactions legally effective — Equuscop Pty Ltd v Glengallan Investments Pty Ltd; Equuscop Pty Ltd v Codd; Equuscop Pty Ltd v Anderson; Equuscop Pty Ltd v Prendergast; Equuscop Pty Ltd v Thornton, Equuscop Pty Ltd v HGT Investments Pty Ltd, 206
construction and interpretation of contracts — execution of written documents — reasons why agreement wholly contained in written documents — Equuscop Pty Ltd v Glengallan Investments Pty Ltd; Equuscop Pty Ltd v Codd; Equuscop Pty Ltd v Anderson; Equuscop Pty Ltd v Prendergast; Equuscop Pty Ltd v Thornton; Equuscop Pty Ltd v HGT Investments Pty Ltd, 206
offer and acceptance — acceptance of terms of agreement including onerous exclusion clause — circumstances where no misrepresentation or fraud — party bound by signing whether or not provisions of contract read — subjective intentions of parties irrelevant — Toll (FGCT) Pty Ltd (formerly Finemores GCT Pty Ltd) v Alphapharm Pty Ltd, 129
parties — parties to contract — lender agreed to extend loan repayment date — land owned by first respondent offered as security — borrower’s actor was first respondent’s director — no reference to first respondent’s ownership of land — no reference to borrower’s actor being first respondent’s director — nature of agreement — reasonable person in position of lender considered — consideration for promise — Pico Holdings Inc v Wave Vistas Pty Ltd (formerly Turf Club Australia Pty Ltd) v Alphapharm Pty Ltd, 825
principal and agent — creation of relationship of agency — formation and proof of agency — implication of agency from particular circumstances — determination that party had authority to act on behalf of other — actions of party benefited or were in interests of other — Toll (FGCT) Pty Ltd (formerly Finemores GCT Pty Ltd) v Alphapharm Pty Ltd, 129

Corporations Law —
management and administration — directors and other officers — criminal and statutory civil liability of officers — duties to act honestly and exercise care and diligence — respondents were directors and sole shareholders of company — company wound up — alleged novation of director’s debt to company — improper use of position to gain personal advantage or cause detriment to company — circumstances where shareholders may ratified breach of director’s duties — unfair preferences — meaning of “impropriety” — Angas Law Services Pty Ltd (in liq) v Carabelas, 993
Costs — see Procedure

Criminal Law — appeal and new trial and inquiry after conviction — appeal against sentence — appeal by Attorney-General or other Crown law officer — application to increase sentence — appellate interference with exercise of sentencing judge’s discretion — “unfettered discretion” of Court of Appeal — circumstances justifying appellate intervention — York v The Queen, 1919

criminal liability and capacity — defence matters — ignorance and mistake of fact — honest and reasonable belief — legislative reversal of onus of proof — necessity for accused to prove absence of knowledge they possessed dangerous drugs — removal of necessity for Crown to prove such knowledge — legislative provisions effected removal of element of knowledge from charge of possession — Tabe v The Queen, 1890

drug offences
 penalties — supply — knowingly taking part in supply of not less than commercial quantity of prohibited drug — heroin — maximum penalty as starting point for calculation of sentence — impermissible use of maximum penalty — use of maximum penalty applicable to different offence — “staged approach” to calculation of sentence — sequential reasoning — quantification of sentencing allowances — imposition of separate sentence for further offending — Markarian v The Queen, 1948

possession — knowledge and intent — knowledge of dangerous drug as opposed knowledge of something — knowledge of something sufficient to prove possession — Tabe v The Queen, 1890

evidence
 confessions and admissions — voluntary statements — direction to jury — adequacy — appropriate use of evidence — circumstances in which evidence obtained — reliability — Subramaniam v The Queen, 116

evidentiary matters relating to witnesses and accused persons
 corroborating — warning required or advisable — accomplices — absence of corroboration — failure to warn jury — Jenkins v The Queen, 252

impeachment of credit and admissibility of evidence as to credit — prior inconsistent statements — “collateral evidence rule” or “finality rule” — exceptions to rule — corruption exception — necessity to lay foundation in cross-examination of alleged prior inconsistent statements before proof admissible — Nicholls v The Queen; Coates v The Queen, 468

Criminal Law — continued

evidence — continued
 judicial discretion to admit or exclude evidence
 police interrogation — discretion to exclude confessional statements — made off camera — reasons why no “reasonable excuse” for not videotaping alleged admissions — meaning of “interview” — Nicholls v The Queen; Coates v The Queen, 468

prejudicial evidence — admissibility — hearsay — out-of-court statements from person other than witness — use of evidence — proof of relevant facts — intention or state of mind — applicability of approach adopted in Walton v The Queen (1989) 166 CLR 283 — Kamelich v The Queen, 541

misdirection and non-direction — weight to be accorded to evidence — videotaped police interview — inculpatory admissions and exculpatory assertions made by appellant in interview — direction to jury that exculpatory assertions not of the same weight as inculpatory admissions — whether directions erroneous — Mule v The Queen, 1573

judgment and punishment — sentence
 factors to be taken into account — circumstances of the offender — safety of offender in prison — relevance of — where risk to safety resulting from assistance provided to police — weight to be accorded dependent upon particular circumstances — York v The Queen, 1919

habitual criminals — discretion of judge to make declaration — on appeal — requirement of appeal court to exercise discretion afresh in certain circumstances — consideration of those circumstances — Strong v The Queen, 1171

purpose of sentence — relevant principles — approaches to sentencing process — “two-tiered approach” to calculation of sentence — role of “instinctive synthesis” in calculation of sentence — Markarian v The Queen, 1048

prosecution — powers and duties of prosecution — duty to call evidence — special hearing — fitness for trial — ambit of duty not extending to requirement to adduce detailed evidence in special hearing — Subramaniam v The Queen, 116

stay of proceedings — special hearing — fitness for trial — evidence going to mental state — deterioration of mental health — Subramaniam v The Queen, 116
Criminal Law — continued
 matters connected with conduct of defence — legal representation — Queensland — whether defence counsel flagrantly incompetent in not applying for separate trials and in not objecting to admission of evidence — reasons why no miscarriage of justice — *Ali v The Queen*, 662

offences relating to the administration of justice — interference with witnesses or jurors — retaliation against witnesses — “without reasonable cause” — *Fingleton v The Queen*, 1250

particular offences — offences against the person — homicide — manslaughter — criminal negligence — involuntary manslaughter by criminal negligence — interaction between statutory provisions and common law — elements of offence — whether malice element of offence of manslaughter — *R v Lavender*, 1337

Customs and Excise —
importation of goods — importation — handguns — importation permits — police authorisation test — meaning of “importer” — *Chief Executive Officer of Customs v Granite Arms Pty Ltd*, 1613

jurisdiction and procedure in customs prosecutions — averments by prosecutor — unlawful possession of tobacco — excise not paid — scope of averment pursuant to s 144 — whether ultimate fact in issue encompassed — burden of proof — whether discharged by mere averment where unopposed — *Chief Executive Officer of Customs v El Hajje*, 1289

D

Damages —
measure of damages in actions for tort — brain damage suffered as result of negligence — inability to manage financial affairs — appointment of administrator — where requirement for administrator arose as direct result of negligence — determination of damages payable in respect of reasonable management fees of administrator — kinds of costs of managing funds allowed in assessing damages — *Willett v Fatcher*, 1523

Defamation —
actions for defamation — pleading — Queensland — imputations — defamatory meaning — threshold question — capacity to bear — *Favell v Queensland Newspapers Pty Ltd*, 1716

statements amounting to defamation — imputation — ordinary reasonable reader test — continued relevance of — *Favell v Queensland Newspapers Pty Ltd*, 1716

Defence and War —
defence forces — ex-servicemen (veterans) — pensions, allowances and other benefits — qualification for benefits — connection with war or defence service — “defence-caused” — “defence service” — “arose out of, or was attributable to, any defence service” — meaning of — for purposes of *Veterans’ Entitlements Act 1986* (Cth), ss 70, 70(1), 70(5), 70(9) — reasons why appealable error pursuant to *Administrative Appeals Tribunal Act 1975* (Cth), s 44 — *Roncevich v Repatriation Commission*, 1366

E

Education —
schools — negligence of school authorities or teachers — governments, their instrumentalities or other responsible authorities — accident on playground equipment — duty to supervise use of equipment — breach — standard of care — provision of constant supervision over play equipment — reasonable practicability — causation — *Trustees of the Roman Catholic Church for the Diocese of Canberra and Goulburn v Hadba*, 1195

Employment Law —
contract of service and rights, duties and liabilities as between employer and employee — liability of employer for injury to employee at common law — psychiatric illness — duty of employer to take reasonable steps to prevent foreseeable injury — *Koehler v Cerebos (Australia) Ltd*, 845

Environment and Planning —
courts and tribunals with environment jurisdiction — New South Wales — Land and Environment Court — procedure — judgments and orders — subdivision of land — development consent — conditions of development consent — intended creation of easement — successor in title — no breach of condition of development consent — power to order compliance with condition of development consent — *Hillpalm Pty Ltd v Heaven’s Door Pty Ltd*, 282

development control — consents, approvals and permits — conditions — conditions requiring developer contributions — subdivisions — contributions of land — where land previously reserved for public recreation — where landowner subsequently purchased land — whether subsequent landowner had deferred right to compensation — effect of change of ownership — whether condition imposed for improper purpose — *Western Australian Planning Commission v Temwood Holdings Pty Ltd*, 414

Equity — see Trusts and Trustees
Evidence — see Criminal Law

False Imprisonment —
justification and other matters — lawful justification — Ruddock v Taylor, 1534

Federal Court of Australia —
practice and procedure in original jurisdiction — joinder or removal of parties — officer of Commonwealth — SAAP v Minister for Immigration and Multicultural and Indigenous Affairs, 1009

substantive powers in exercise of original jurisdiction
as to prerogative writs — discretionary nature or relief — SAAP v Minister for Immigration and Multicultural and Indigenous Affairs, 1009

relief against termination of employment — enforcement of reinstatement orders — circumstances in which court should make orders for enforcement — Blackadder v Ramsey Butchering Services Pty Ltd, 975

High Court —
appellate jurisdiction

Low Court —

I

Immigration — see Citizenship, Immigration and Emigration
Income Tax —
income tax and related legislation
ascertainment of assessable income — what is income derived by a taxpayer — allowances, gratuities, etc, in respect of employment or services rendered — prize money, grants, appearance fees and sponsorship moneys — received by taxpayer competitive sportswoman — whether activities of taxpayer constituted conducting a business — whether receipts were income of that business — regularity and/or periodicity of payments — rewards for success — Commissioner of Taxation v Stone, 956
deductions and rebates in calculating taxable income — statutory provisions relating to net losses — losses of previous years — special provisions relating to companies — taxpayer put in liquidation by court order — whether taxpayer could claim deduction — Commissioner of Taxation v Linter Textiles Australia Ltd (in liq), 913

Industrial Law (Ch) —
certified agreements — definitions — preferred approach to interpretation — relevant considerations — drafting of certified agreement — contextual approach — “redundancy”, “restructure” and “position” defined — Amcor Ltd v Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union; Minister for Employment and Workplace Relations v Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union, 703

Federal Court of Australia — jurisdiction — interpretation of awards and agreements — matters arising under particular awards or provisions — redundancy and retrenchment — transfer of business — change in identity of employer — employees re-employed on same terms and conditions — Amcor Ltd v Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union; Minister for Employment and Workplace Relations v Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union, 703

minimum entitlements of employees — termination of employment — relief in respect of termination — reinstatement of employee to position — meaning of “reinstate” — requirement that employer provide actual work to the reinstated employee — effect of particular order made by Commission — Blackadder v Ramsey Butchering Services Pty Ltd, 975

Insurance — see also Third Party Liability Insurance
general — policies of insurance — construction — insurance providing for advancement to company officer their defence costs — to defend criminal proceedings — reasons why insurer liable to pay advancements — interpretation of exclusion clause — Wilkie v Gordian Runoff Ltd (formerly known as GIO Insurance Ltd), 872

Intellectual Property —
copyright — subject matter — computer programmes — “technological protection measure” — what constitutes — infringement — electronic storage and layouts and retrieval of information — appropriation of substantial proportion of original work — reproduction — “material form” — Stevens v Kabushiki Kaisha Sony Computer Entertainment, 1850
designs — infringement — proceedings for infringement — fraudulent imitation — statute repealed after leave to appeal to High Court filed but before leave granted — proceeding “arising from” application to court — issues on appeal determined in accordance with repealed statute — Polyaire Pty Ltd v K-Aire Pty Ltd, 1205

what constitutes — fraudulent imitation
alleged infringement not obvious imitation — meaning of “fraudulent” — necessity for disguise — Polyaire Pty Ltd v K-Aire Pty Ltd, 1205

person deliberately setting out to copy registered design — Polyaire Pty Ltd v K-Aire Pty Ltd (No 2), 1387

patents — grant, effect and revocation of letters patent — revocation — on basis of statutory requirements of specification not met — whether monopoly granted by patent “fairly based on the matter described in” body of patent specification — “fair basis” test explained — Lockwood Security Products Pty Ltd v Doric Products Pty Ltd, 260

Land Tax —
who are liable and in respect of what lands — owners — landholding unit trusts — status of unit holders for assessment of land tax — CPT Custodian Pty Ltd v Commissioner of State Revenue; Commissioner of State Revenue v Karingal 2 Holdings Pty Ltd, 1724

Lawyers — see Professions and Trades

Limitation of Actions —
statutes of limitation — operation of State statutes — empowering Supreme Court to grant leave to amend pleadings — to avoid federal statutory right being “extinguished” — where federal limitation period expired — Agtrack (NT) Pty Ltd (trading as Spring Air) v Hatfield, 1389
Local Government —

liability for torts

negligence — swimming pools, waterholes, waterways
and beaches — diving accidents — Swain v Waverley Municipal Council, 565

nuisance — acts or omissions — “good faith” —
Bankstown City Council v Alamdo Holdings Pty Ltd, 1511

M

Magistrates —

immunity from criminal responsibility — in judicial proceedings — extension of immunity to exercise of administrative functions — allegation that conduct by Chief Magistrate was in retaliation for giving evidence — circumstances in which Chief Magistrate not liable to be held criminally responsible for conduct — “under an Act” — Fingleton v The Queen, 1250

Mental Health —

legal proceedings by and against mentally ill — fitness for trial — special hearing — conduct of — directions to jury regarding nature of special hearing — adequacy of directions — failure to comply with conditions and procedures required by Act — substantial miscarriage of justice — Subramaniam v The Queen, 116

Mortgages —

mortgages and charges generally — particular mortgages and encumbrances — equitable mortgages — by deposit — creation of equitable mortgage — deposit of duplicate certificate of title — deposit made pursuant to authority — necessary intention — timing — third party security — authority of third party — Theodore v Mistford Pty Ltd, 1503

N

Negligence — see also Damages

contributory negligence

employer and employee — safe system of work — suitable plant and equipment — repetitive nature of work — duty to account for possibility of inadvertence — Czatycko v Edith Cowan University, 839

particular cases — different considerations between cases involving employees/independent contractors — circumstances in which contributory negligence established — Thompson v Woolworths (Qld) Pty Ltd, 904

damage — causation — diving accidents — Waterways Authority v Fitzgibbon; Mosman Municipal Council v Fitzgibbon; Middle Harbour Yacht Club v Fitzgibbon, 1816

Mortgages — continued
duty of care

employer and employee

employer’s duty to provide instructions — inadequacy of instructions — causation of injury — evidence that inadequate instructions led to injury — trial by jury — Laybutt v Glover Gibbs Pty Ltd (t/as Balfours NSW Pty Ltd), 1808

safe system of work — suitable plant and equipment — real risk of injury to employee in performance of task — simple measures available to avoid risk — duty to provide adequate safeguards — Czatycko v Edith Cowan University, 839

local authorities — authorities in control of beaches — negligent placement of flags — diving accidents — Swain v Waverley Municipal Council, 565

occupiers — independent contractor — personal injury — delivery driver injured when moving occupier’s waste bin at loading dock — relevance of relationship between the parties — control — no proper delivery system — occupier negligent — Thompson v Woolworths (Qld) Pty Ltd, 904

essentials of action of negligence — duty of care — special relationships and duties — schools — accident on playground equipment — duty to supervise use of equipment — breach — standard of care — provision of constant supervision over play equipment — reasonable practicability — causation — Trustees of the Roman Catholic Church for the Diocese of Canberra and Goulburn v Hadba, 1195

Nuisance —

defences — statutory power or duty — local government — nuisance in exercise of statutory powers — statutory exemption from liability — “not incur any liability” — “in respect of” — Bankstown City Council v Alamdo Holdings Pty Ltd, 1511

P

Police —

appointment, tenure and conditions of service —
relationship between Crown and police officers — Jarrett v Commissioner of Police (NSW), 1581

Private International Law —

choice of law — torts
civil liability under lex loci delicti — scope of lex loci delicti — whether lex loci delicti includes choice of law rules — “flexible exception” — “infinite regression” — Neilson v Overseas Project Corporation of Victoria Ltd, 1736
Private International Law — continued

choice of law — torts — continued
doctrine of renvoi — “total renvoi” — “single renvoi” —
“no renvoi” — application to Australian
common law choice of law rules for international
torts — Neilson v Overseas Project Corporation
of Victoria Ltd, 1736

procedure — presumptions as to, and pleading and proof of,
foreign law — where inconclusive evidence of
application of foreign law — Neilson v Overseas
Project Corporation of Victoria Ltd, 1736

Procedure —
costs — departing from the general rule — nature of
proceedings — inconclusive proceedings — new
trial — costs of previous trial — whether first trial
constituted trial of separate issue — Waterways
Authority v Fitzgibbon; Mosman Municipal Council
v Fitzgibbon; Middle Harbour Yacht Club v
Fitzgibbon, 1816

courts — concurrent jurisdiction of different courts — transfer
of proceedings under cross-vesting legislation —
where appropriate and in interests of justice — test
for transfer of proceedings — relevant criteria —
interests of justice — most appropriate forum —
application of test — “forum non conveniens” rule
— matters favourable to particular party — potential
conflict of laws in different jurisdictions —
constitutional guidelines — reading down provisions
— effect of national jurisdiction — BHP Billiton Ltd
v Schultz, 348

Professions and Trades —
lawyers — solicitor and client — counsel and client — duties
and liabilities to client — exercise of skill —
liability for negligence — immunity from suit —
reasons why immunity for advice given which
affects conduct of cases in court retained —
D’Orta-Ekenaike v Victoria Legal Aid
Ltd, 755

R

Refugees — see Citizenship, Immigration and Emigration

S

Stamp Duties —
assessment and amount payable — sales for a consideration in
shares — share acquisition agreement — sale of
shares at fixed price minus dividend amount —
dutiable transaction — value of “consideration” —
Chief Commissioner of State Revenue v Dick Smith
Holdings Pty Ltd, 550

assessment of — statutory construction — validity of
legislation — application of State taxing laws to
Commonwealth places — Permanent Trustee
Australia Ltd v Commissioner of State Revenue, 146

Statutes —
Acts of Parliament — interpretation
— consideration of extrinsic matter — legislative history of
Act — purposive construction — specific
intention of legislature — compulsory insurance
legislation — third-party motor vehicle insurance
— amendments made following overbroad
reading in case law — notion of causation of
injury — Allianz Australia Insurance Ltd v GSF
Australia Pty Ltd, 1079

function of court — role of High Court of Australia —
relevance of Constitution where not raised by
parties — Constitution providing necessary
context to interpretation — consideration of
constitutional issues where not necessary to
decide proceedings — Chief Executive Officer of
Customs v El Hajje, 1289

Succession —
family provision and maintenance — failure by testator to
make sufficient provision for applicant — duty of
testator — moral considerations — statutory
construction of family provision legislation —
Vigolo v Bostin, 731

T

Taxes and Duties — see Customs and Excise; Income Tax;
Land Tax; Stamp Duties

Territories — see Constitutional Law

Third Party Liability Insurance —
motor vehicles — risks insured — injury caused by, through
or in connection with vehicle — injury sustained in
unloading cargo — stationary vehicle — statutory
meaning of “injury” — causation of injury for
statutory purposes — Allianz Australia Insurance
Ltd v GSF Australia Pty Ltd, 1079

Torts — see also Damages; Defamation; False Imprisonment;
Local Government; Negligence; Nuisance; Private
International Law

interference with contractual relations — by person not party
to contract — defences — justification — acts
“reasonably necessary” to protect “actually
existing superior legal rights” — proprietary rights
— wrongful procurement of termination of
agreement — Zhu v Treasurer of New South Wales,
217

Trade Practices —
false representations — as to future matters — HTW
Valuers (Central Qld) Pty Ltd v Astonland Pty
Ltd, 190
Trade Practices — continued
consumer protection — continued
misleading, deceptive or unconscionable conduct — real estate transactions — innocent misrepresentation by vendor — misrepresentation printed on real estate agent’s brochure — disclaimers also printed on brochure — disclaiming responsibility for accuracy of information conveyed in brochure save that source believed to be reliable — reasons why disclaimers and surrounding circumstances resulted in agent’s conduct not being misleading — *Butcher v Lachlan Elder Realty Pty Ltd, 508*

enforcement and remedies — actions for damages — assessment of damages — damages arising out of purchase or lease — where loss sustained through poor performance of commercial property investment — *HTW Valuers (Central Qld) Pty Ltd v Astonland Pty Ltd, 190*

Trade Practices — continued
jurisdiction — application to Crown — immunity — Crown in right of Northern Territory — Power and Water Authority — “carries on a business” — *NT Power Generation Pty Ltd v Power and Water Authority, 1*

restrictive trade practices — misuse of market power — taking advantage of power — relevant principles — conduct for particular purpose — preventing entry into market — denial of access to electricity infrastructure — *NT Power Generation Pty Ltd v Power and Water Authority, 1*

Trusts and Trustees —
cestui que trust — estate of cestui que trust — right to call for legal estate or indicia of title — unit holders in unit trust — entitlement to terminate trust — relevance of rule in *Saunders v Vautier* (1841) 4 Beav 115 [49 ER 282] — *CPT Custodian Pty Ltd v Commissioner of State Revenue; Commissioner of State Revenue v Karingal 2 Holdings Pty Ltd, 1724*